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Charlie is a happy little boy. He is an only child who plays happily for hours at a time
either by himself or with his best friends: his dog, Logan, and Rogue the dragon, who
lives in the backyard and is visible only to Charlie. Then, one day, Charlie's parents bring
home a basket holding a little bundle wrapped in a blue blanket. When the bundle
begins to cry, his parents tell him that this is his new little brother, Sam, and that Charlie
is a big brother now. But what does this mean? Charlie doesn't know, and he doesn't
understand how or why his family is changing. Soon, though, he discovers what it takes
to be a big brother, and he also builds important skills that will help him deal with an everchanging world. In this children's story, a young boy whose family gains a new member
must learn what it means to be a big brother.
"Tubbs' connection to these women is palpable on the page — as both a mother and a
scholar of the impact Black motherhood has had on America. Through Tubbs' writing,
Berdis, Alberta, and Louise's stories sing. Theirs is a history forgotten that begs to be
told, and Tubbs tells it brilliantly." — Ibram X. Kendi, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of How to Be an Antiracist and National Book Award winner Stamped from the
Beginning Much has been written about Berdis Baldwin's son James, about Alberta
King's son Martin Luther, and Louise Little's son Malcolm. But virtually nothing has been
said about the extraordinary women who raised them. In her groundbreaking and
essential debut The Three Mothers, scholar Anna Malaika Tubbs celebrates Black
motherhood by telling the story of the three women who raised and shaped some of
America's most pivotal heroes. A New York Times Bestsellers Editors' Choice An
Amazon Editor's Pick for February Amazon's Best Biographies and Memoirs of 2021
One of theSkimm's "16 Essential Books to Read This Black History Month" One of
Fortune Magazine's "21 Books to Look Forward to in 2021!" One of Badass Women's
Bookclub picks for "Badass Books We Can’t Wait to Read in 2021!" One of Working
Mother Magazine's "21 Best Books of 2021 for Working Moms" One of Ms. Magazine's
"Most Anticipated Reads for the Rest of Us 2021" One of Bustle's "11 Nonfiction Books
To Read For Black History Month — All Written By Women" One of SheReads.com's
"Most anticipated nonfiction books of 2021" Berdis Baldwin, Alberta King, and Louise
Little were all born at the beginning of the 20th century and forced to contend with the
prejudices of Jim Crow as Black women. These three extraordinary women passed their
knowledge to their children with the hope of helping them to survive in a society that
would deny their humanity from the very beginning—from Louise teaching her children
about their activist roots, to Berdis encouraging James to express himself through
writing, to Alberta basing all of her lessons in faith and social justice. These women used
their strength and motherhood to push their children toward greatness, all with a
conviction that every human being deserves dignity and respect despite the rampant
discrimination they faced. These three mothers taught resistance and a fundamental
belief in the worth of Black people to their sons, even when these beliefs flew in the face
of America’s racist practices and led to ramifications for all three families’ safety. The
fight for equal justice and dignity came above all else for the three mothers. These
women, their similarities and differences, as individuals and as mothers, represent a
piece of history left untold and a celebration of Black motherhood long overdue.
The New York Times praised this best-selling picture book as "adorable, original, wellPage 1/7
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illustrated and fabulous." In this first book in the How-To Series (which includes How To
Get Married and How to Get a Job), the know-it-all big sister narrator tells it like it is:
When you're a baby you don't read books. You eat them. You don't know how old you
are, or even if you're a boy or a girl. And you have to keep a special plug in your mouth
to stop your scream from coming out. But one day, you won't be little anymore, and then
you'll be taller and smarter, and actually quite clever. Like the narrator. And you'll be able
to share memories of what it was like when you were little with your incredible Big Sister.
Daniel Tiger helps around the house when his new baby sister Margaret is born by
feeding the baby, changing her diaper, and reading her a story.
What Does a Big Brother Do?
Andre The Best Big Brother
How to Be a Big Sister: A Guide to Being the Best Older Sibling Ever
I'm Going to Be a Big Brother!
For Kids Ages 2-8 To Help Prepare a Soon-To-Be Older Sibling For a New Baby
Little Dragon is about to be a big brother... A new baby dragon
is on the way, and Little Dragon is not happy about it. There's
no way this can be good! Little Dragon doesn't even want to look
at the egg. He ignores it, then tries hiding it. He even
"decorates" it, which just makes a big mess. But soon enough...
Rattle, rattle, CRACK! When the big moment finally arrives, the
whole family receives a surprise! Maybe things aren't so bad
after all. Little Dragon and the New Baby addresses the
universal difficulty of adjusting to the idea of a new sibling.
Luke is excited about becoming a big brother when his parents
bring home a new baby.
Sam's mommy is pregnant and Sam is going to be a big brother. In
this story Sam learns about preparing for the new baby's arrival
and what it truly means to be a big brother.
There is much excitement for a big brother or big sister when a
new baby comes home! Of course, a new baby can also perplex a
big brother or sister. The combination of wise, comforting words
written by author and expert maternity nurse Darlene Stango and
the fresh, sweet, and wry illustrations by artist Rose
Holtermann will appeal to young, modern families. Nurse Stango
lovingly and liltingly teaches young siblings about what a new
baby looks and acts like, and with kind and simple language, she
comprehensively explains how babies need special care. She also
explains to them that they will have many different feelings,
some good, and some not so good, but the not-so-good feelings
will pass with time. She reassures them that they are unique and
very loved while encouraging them to embrace their role as a big
brother or sister. Becoming a Big Brother or Sister is the
perfect gift for siblings about to experience a new baby in
their home.
You're the Biggest
Big Brother Daniel
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The New Baby
I'm Becoming a Big Brother Activity Coloring Book
With an author's note about what big siblings need—extra guidance, reassurance,
love—and sweet, engaging artwork, it's no wonder that nearly 4 million families
have chosen I’m a Big Brother and its companion book, I’m a Big Sister, to
prepare their young ones for their first big transition. "Someone new is at our
house," begins this loving, reassuring celebration of brotherhood from trusted
author Joanna Cole. Told through the eyes of a new older brother, this simple story
lays out all the good things about being an older sibling, and just how exciting
welcoming a new member to the family can be.
Are you having a baby & looking for a way to introduce your older child to a
change to the family unit? Or are you a family or friend looking for a gift for
second/third time parents? Then this modern & beautifully illustrated book is for
you. In this book kind, wise Teddy Bear uses the colours of the rainbow to explain
the mix of emotions a child may feel when becoming a Big Brother. The child is
reassured that there is room for two, and that a newborn brings even more warmth
and love than there was before. Scary emotions like jealousy or worry are dealt
with in this book in a comforting way so that children learn that it's ok to talk
about any emotions they may feel. With brilliant rhythmic verse, fun, bright and
distinctive illustrations - this is a firm favourite with children and parents alike!
We would love to hear your thoughts and opinions on this book! To do so, please
leave a review of the product on Amazon.com.
This delightful board book by renowned author-illustrator team Laura Numeroff
and Lynn Munsinger celebrates all the wonderful things brothers can do! Brothers
can push you on a swing, make music with you, and take you to the library. But
what do brothers do best? The answer is clear in this appealing board book,
celebrating brothers and the everyday things they do.
Big sisters may not know how to feel about the new little one appearing in their
families, but this happy book shows them all of the cool ways in which a baby will
change their lives -- and how they themselves will get to grow and do new things. A
baby brings changes for the entire family - some unexpected, some confusing,
some exciting - and all a wonderful adventure! An endearing story, YOU'RE A BIG
SISTER r brings home the best parts of an expanding family.You did the same
thingsas a new baby, too.Now you're our big girlWith lots you can do!You're a
wonderful helper,and new diaper bringer.Toe tickler, nose kisserAnd lullabye
singer.
What It Means to Be a Big Sister
Big Sister Now
The New Small Person
For Brother with a New Baby Sibling - I Am Going to be a Big Brother Activity
Book with Cute Animals & Inspirational Big Brother Quotes
How to Be a Big Brother: A Guide to Being the Best Older Sibling Ever
A young boy has just been told that he is going to be a big brother. He is worried that he will be
forgotten, but instead finds himself loving his new role.
"Aidan, a transgender boy, experiences complicated emotions as he and his parents prepare for
the arrival of a new baby"-Michael meets his baby brother and finds that he enjoys the new addition to the family. Includes
note to parents.
You're going to be a big sister! Hooray! Celebrate the arrival of a new sibling with this adorable
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story that captures all the emotions a big sister feels when bringing home a new baby. Told in
playful, rhyming text, this relatable story is a must-have for those about to take on the important
role as big sister! Perfect new sibling gift! Wonderful resource for families adding a new baby to
the family Little ones will love seeing all the sweetly illustrated scenes of baby and sibling
interactions Touches on themes of sharing, empathy, patience, responsibility, and bonding
Hardcover picture book perfect for special reading time together. This story is perfect for your
storytime rotation before and after baby is born!
I'm a Big Sister
A Story to Help Prepare a Soon-To-Be Older Sibling for a New Baby for Kids Ages 2-8
An Adoption Story
I'm a Big Brother
The Three Mothers

How to Be a Big Sister: A Guide to Being the Best Older Sibling
EverHow to Be a Big Brother: A Guide to Being the Best Older Sibling
EverBecoming a Big Brother Or SisterNew Baby Book for Siblings
You're The Biggest is a delightful book for a new sibling celebrating
their role as the biggest following the arrival of a new baby.The story
follows two charming foxes, on a colourful journey, discovering the
unique role of an older sibling. Beautifully illustrated in full colour this
book is hard backed with cheerful end papers.With space for you to
write a personal message in the front this book is a wonderful
keepsake and makes the perfect gift for a child on the arrival of their
new brother or sister.Our Welcome To The World book complements
this title and makes the perfect gift for the new baby.Ethically
produced from sustainable sources.Made with love, from you to me.
You will always be the first... A touching tribute to baby's early
milestones -- those unforgettable moments that will always be
cherished. From first smiles to first cuddles and even to that first kiss,
here's a loving ode to every child's -- and parent's -- momentous
"firsts."
Pirate Pete: I'm a New Big Brother is part of Ladybird's successful
Pirate Pete and Princess Polly early learning toddler range introducing children to key milestones in a fun and reassuring way.
This interactive Ladybird sound book is the perfect big brother gift
that describes what happens before Mummy and Daddy bring home
the new baby, and the excitement and fun of having a new sibling.
The simple text and colourful illustrations will help little ones
understand what happens when a new baby joins the family and how
lovely it is to be a big brother. Pressing the sound button each time to
hear the baby giggle is also a great way to encourage young children
to help out and play with the new baby, and reward their good
behaviour. Other titles in the series include Pirate Pete's Potty,
Princess Polly's Potty, and Pirate Pete and Princess Polly: Please and
Thank You.
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I'm Going to Be a Big Brother
Yay for Big Brothers!
I Am a Big Brother Coloring Book
I Am a Big Brother
I'm Going to Be the Best Big Sister, Ever!
Once he learns how to play with her, a little monster is glad he has a new baby sister
Feeling jealous when a new sibling arrives, little Elmore Green becomes frustrated when the
"small person" knocks over his things and licks his jelly-bean collection until a special night
when their relationship changes. By the award-winning author of the Charlie and Lola series.
Are you preparing for another baby with a toddler? Is your Son becoming a New Big Brother?
This Coloring and Activity Big Brother Book is perfect when an older brother getting ready
for an expanding family. In this time your little boy needs extra tender loving care to adjust
to a new family situation. So you can give him the positive and heartwarming book with
adorable pictures to color in and make little boy feel special and loved. Why you should buy
this Activity Coloring Book? This book is about becoming a big brother and helps prepare
your older child for this big life change but also an exciting time full of smiles Inside you can
find many coloring and activity pages such as mazes, spot the difference, etc designed
special for boys ages 2-6 so the are SIMPLE and CUTE This book will keep boys BUSY and
ENGAGED in something fun and you gain time for the new baby or to relax Your little boys
will love this book and feel proud and special as promoted to be a big brother This book
stimulates creativity, develop concentration, sparks imagination and improve motor skills in
your child Your son will welcome a new little baby to family with open arms So if your son
loves coloring and will becoming a BIG BROTHER don't wait any longer and click the "Add to
Cart" TODAY!
Becoming a big brother is an exciting time full of smiles, smells, hugs, and kisses. This is the
perfect book for transitioning a toddler into siblinghood. It helps young ones prepare for a
new baby and also focuses on all of the things a big brother can do that a baby can't do. You
can read your child the reassuring and empowering quotes inside while you wait for the new
baby. This coloring book is a great activity for you to announce the newborn to your little
boy. The illustrations are great for ages 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and tweens! Let them have
hours of fun coloring their favorite animals with special big brother quotes. The images will
help them open their hearts to the newest addition of your family. Let them name and color
their favorite things and animals including: Dinosaurs, Frogs, Dogs, Sharks, Foxes, Outer
Space, Giraffe, Pirate Parrot, Dragons, Llamas, Singing Cactus, Cats, Deer, Robots, Sing Ray,
Pug, Moose, Aliens, Sloths, Otters, Wolves, Pandas, Horses, Bears, Zebra, Koalas and more!!
Quotes included: Big Brother Vibes I am Helpful We will have Grand Adventures Leveling Up
to Big Bro I will always have your back Did we just become best friends? Yup! Promoted to
Big Brother I am so lucky to be a Big Brother Help your kid prepare for his new special role
as Big Brother in the family with this heartwarming activity book. Perfect for first time Big
Brothers, or for boys about to be Big Brothers again!
What It Means to Be a Big Brother
Pirate Pete I Am a New Big Brother
What Brothers Do Best
I'm Going to be a BIG BROTHER!
You're a Big Sister
With an author's note about what big siblings need—extra guidance, reassurance,
love—and sweet, engaging artwork, it's no wonder that nearly 4 million families
have chosen I’m a Big Sister and its companion book, I’m a Big Brother, to
prepare their young ones for their first big transition. "Someone new is at our
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house," begins this loving, reassuring celebration of sisterhood from trusted
author Joanna Cole. Told through the eyes of a new older sister, this simple story
lays out all the good things about being an older sibling, and just how exciting
welcoming a new member to the family can be.
Baby’s loud. Baby’s messy. Sometimes Baby really smells. Maybe Baby just
doesn’t know the rules? Good thing it’s big sister time—she can show Baby how to
be the best baby ever! Told through the eyes of a big sister, this charming
hardcover picture book empowers older siblings by showing them that they have
very important roles to play in introducing their family’s new baby to the world.
From cleaning up messes to learning to share, big sister will teach the new baby
everything any baby needs to know. After all, big sister was a baby once, too—and
she was really good at it. It’s Big Sister Time! shows every girl how awesome it is
being a big sister. Because as we all know, being a sister RULES!
Nicholas looks up to his big brother, James. James does all kinds of things that
only older brothers can do—like write his name, read books, cross the street, and
ride the school bus. But there’s one thing James doesn’t do: take a nap. Because
big brothers don’t take naps. James assures Nicholas that someday he’ll be able to
do all the things James does. And when the brothers begin to share a very special
secret, it looks like that special day may be approaching very soon….
The creators of The Potty Book for Boys continue the developmental adventures of
young Henry, who experiences a range of emotions when a new baby sibling joins
his family.
Michael and His New Baby Brother
How the Mothers of Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and James Baldwin
Shaped a Nation
Big Brothers Don't Take Naps
Gus Becomes a Big Brother
How to Be a Baby . . . by Me, the Big Sister

Follows a young boy as he helps to care for the new baby in his family.
Share the joys of becoming a big brother!With the arrival of a new baby
comes many transitions, and big brothers may need a little extra tender
loving care to adjust to a new family situation. This sweet story with
adorable toddler illustrations by Caroline Jayne Church is just right to share
with and prepare an older brother getting ready for an expanding family.
This is the story of a family's adoption experience from the perspective of
the older sibling: Gus. With the guidance of his parents, Gus is able to
navigate his way through many difficult emotions; and ultimately, to
develop a deep and loving connection with his new brother. Many valuable
insights are included for adoptive families of all types.
"Big brothers are amazing! Did you know that big brothers are important in
animal families, too? Animal big brothers do many of the same things as kid
big brothers. They play with their younger siblings, teach them new things,
and help with their care. Sometimes animal big brothers even babysit when
their parents leave to hunt for food. Are you a big brother or do you have a
big brother?"-with audio recording
New Baby Book for Siblings
I'm a Big Brother!
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Little Dragon and the New Baby
Becoming a Big Brother Or Sister

André is ecstatic about becoming a big brother. But upon the
arrival of the new baby, he quickly learns that being an older
sibling is both wonderful and confusing at the same time. Join
André as he adjusts to life as a new big brother. This sweet
story explores family life through the eyes and heart of a child.
Ellie Jane Olsen is going to be a big sister. She diligently helps
her family prepare for their new baby, she helps daddy build
the crib, she helps mommy with the shopping. After their baby
arrives, Ellie Jane Olsen loves helping to care for her new baby.
Noelle is ecstatic about becoming a big sister. But upon the
arrival of the new baby, she quickly learns that being an older
sibling is both wonderful and confusing at the same time. Join
Noelle as she adjusts to life as a new big sister. This sweet
story explores family life through the eyes and heart of a child.
This classic Berenstain Bears story is a perfect way to help a
child get ready for a new sibling! Come for a visit in Bear
Country with this timeless classic from Stan and Jan
Berenstain. Join Papa, Mama, and Brother as they welcome
Sister into the family and adjust to life with a new baby.
When Aidan Became a Brother
New Baby Book For Older Siblings, Workbook for Boys,
Toddlers
A Story about Me and Our New Baby
Big Brothers Are the Best
Noelle The Best Big Sister
When you're a big sister, you do a lot of things. Teaching, having fun, playing
games and I'm still not done! Touching watercolor illustrations and delightful
rhymes show readers exactly what is at the core of a relationship between
siblings. LOVE. Sisters play pretend and dress up! Sisters skip down sidewalks
and play with dolls ! Sisters help when there's trouble, and there is definitely
going to be trouble! Sisterhood is a special relationship to be cherished, talked
about and valued. What does being a big sister really mean? 'It means I'll be the
best friend that you've ever seen.' Get it NOW and help your child appreciate the
power of the sisterly bond.
"A little girl gets used to sharing her parents with her baby brother and realizes
there are some benefits to being a big sister now. Includes a Note to
parents"--Provided by publisher.
Henry Is a Big Brother
It's Big Sister Time!
The Berenstain Bears' New Baby
You Were the First
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